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INFORMATION 

The astronaut outfit has been a long time coming. 

The suit, helmet and boots are great on their own, but the added backpack comes with working lights. If you’ve 

never tried working with sew-able electronics don’t worry. I’ll write the instructions as clear as possible and put 

a video on YouTube so you can follow me.  

The materials needed for the lights are easy to get hold of, a lot of electronic stores are starting to sell sew-able 

components and there are many places online you can get what you need. 

MATERIALS NEEDED: 

3mm crochet hook 

DK yarn in  Light Blue 

  White 

  Grey 

  Red (only a little bit) 

White 4” (10cm) zip 

White sewing thread 

Sewing needle 

Wool needle 

Stuffing 

Clear Plastic  

Four press fasteners (two must be metal) 

Conductive thread 

Sew-able battery holder 

3-volt battery 

Sew-able LED lights 

 

ABBREVIATIONS 

Term  US   UK 

Ch  Chain   Same as US 

Sc  Single Crochet  Double Crochet 

FLO/BLO Front/Back Loop Only Same as US 

Sk  Skip   Same as US 

FO  Fasten Off  Same as US 

Slst  Slip Stitch  Same as US 

AR  Adjustable ring or Magic loop 

THE BODY SUIT 

With the 3mm hook and light blue yarn 

Ch 23 

1) sc in 2nd ch from hook and in each ch across, ch 1, turn (22) 

There are several videos on 

YouTube on doing adjustable 

rings and magic loops. If it’s still 

a bit daunting though you can 

imitate it by chaining 2, then 

making 6sc into the 2nd chain from 

the hook. 



2) FLO, sc in each sc across, ch 1, turn (22) 

3) BLO, sc in each sc across, ch 1, turn (22) 

4) Fold the piece so the starting ch is in front of row 3, sc across in FLO, but putting the hook through row 3 as 

well (joining both starting chain and row 4 together). Change to white at the last sc, ch 1, turn (22) 

5) With white yarn, 2 sc in each sc across, ch 1, turn (44) 

6-7) sc in each sc across, ch 1, turn (44) 

8) 7 sc, ch 8, sk 8, 14 sc, ch 8, sk, 8, 7 sc, ch 1, turn (28sc & 16 ch) 

9) sc in each sc and ch across, ch 1, turn (44) 

10-20) sc in each sc across, ch 1, turn (44) 

21) sc in each sc across, change to blue at the end of the row, ch 1, turn (44) 

22-23) sc in each sc across, ch 1, turn (44) 

24) sc in each sc across, change to white at the end of the row, this time do not ch 1 or turn, instead continue the 

round, joining both edges and working in a round (44) place a marker to help keep track of the round start.  

25-32) sc in each sc around (44) 

At the end of round 32, add or remove a couple of sc to make sure you are at the back of the suit (this is to make 

sure the next round – starting the left leg is in the right place – otherwise your doll will be uncomfortable!) 

LEFT LEG 

33) ch 3, sk 22, sc in the next 22 sc (25 = 22 sc & 3ch) 

34) sc in BLO of each of the 3 ch, sc 22 (25) 

35- 40) sc in each sc around, change to blue at the end of round 40 (25) 

41) FLO, (2 sc in 1, 4 sc) x 5 (30) 

42) in both loops, sc in each sc around (30) 

43) (sc2tog,4 sc) x 5, change to white at the end of the round (25) 

44-51) With white, sc in each sc around (25) change to blue at the end of round 51 

52) With blue, sc in each sc around. (25) 

53) sc in the next 24 sc, slst in the next, FO  

RIGHT LEG 

With the back of the suit facing you join the white yarn to the first free sc from round 32. 

34) Sc in the next 22, sc in the 3 spare loops from the chain 3 (25) 

35 onwards) follow the pattern for the Left Leg 

 

If the point where you are 

changing colour is at the front 

of the suit continue in the same 

colour until you are around the 

back or between the legs. This 

makes the colour change “step 

up” less obvious. 



SLEEVES (MAKE 2) 

Working from the armholes from the suit we’re joining yarn and making sleeves. 

1) Join blue yarn to the middle stitch of the bottom edge. Place 4sc across the centre bottom edge across to the 

corner, 4sc in the side of the armhole. Working across the 8sc of the top armhole, 1 hdc, 6 dc, 1 hdc. 4sc across 

the last edge and 4 sc across the bottom edge bringing you back to the start. (24) 

2) 6sc, hdc, 10dc, hdc, 6sc (24) change to white on the last sc. 

3-15) sc around, change to blue on the last stitch of round 15 

16-17) sc around (24) slst and FO. 

ADDING THE ZIP 

Pin the zip to the opening on the back of the suit (I turned my suit inside out, you might find it easier to sew that 

way). With the white cotton, whip stitch the zip in place. Check the zip still works without catching on the yarn. 

THE BELT BADGE 

1) With white, 6sc in an AR (6) 

2) 2sc in each sc (12) Change to blue yarn on the last sc 

3) (2sc, 2sc in 1) x 6 (18) 

Slst and FO leaving a length to sew. 

Cut a length of red yarn and stitch a lightning bolt into the centre of the badge (or other symbol if desired) 

Using the blue yarn left on the badge, whip stitch the badge to the centre of the suit over the belt section. 

THE SPACE BOOTS (MAKE 2) 

The soles (Made in grey) and worked in the BLO throughout and starting at the toe. 

Chain 7 

1) sc in the 2nd chain from the hook and in the next 5 chains, Ch 1, turn (6) 

2) In BLO, sc across, ch 1, turn (6) 

3) 2sc in 1, 4sc, 2sc in 1, ch 1, turn (8) 

4-6) sc across, cl 1, turn (8) 

7) sc2tog, 4sc, sc2tog, ch 1, turn (6) 

8) sc across, ch 1, turn (6) 

9) sc2tog, 2sc, sc2tog, ch 1, turn (4) 

10) sc across ch 1, turn (4) 

11) working in both loops, 4sc, working along the edges make 10sc, working along the toe make 6sc, working 

along the last edge make 10sc, slst in the first sc and FO (30) 



Now we’re making the Boot Uppers using white yarn. Join white to one of the sc at the heel of the sole, (where 

the sole ended) use a marker to keep track of where the row ends. 

1-2) sc around (30) 

3) Find the centre sc at the toe end of the boot, count back 8sc and place a marker. Sc to the marker, (sc2tog, 

1sc) x 5, sc2tog, sc to end of round (24) 

4) Find the centre of the toe again and count back 6sc then place a marker. Sc to the marker, (sc2tog, 1sc) x 5, sc 

to end of round (19) 

5-7) sc around (19) change to blue at the end of round 7 

8) sc around, slst, FO 

SPACE HELMET 

1) With white make 10sc in an AR (10) 

2) 2 sc in each sc around (20) 

3) (1sc, 2sc in 1) around (30) 

4) (2sc, 2sc in 1) around (40) 

5) sc around (40) 

6) (3sc, 2sc in 1) around (50) 

7-11) sc around (50) 

12) (4sc, 2sc in 1) around (60) 

13-17) sc around (60) 

18) 44sc, ch1, turn (44) 

19-25) 44sc, ch1, turn (44) 

26) 44sc, ch12. The next row joins to the other side of the row to continue the helmet in the round. 

27) sc in 1st sc of round 26, sc in next 43, 12sc over the chain from round 26 (56) 

28-29) sc around (56) 

30) sc around to the back of the helmet, change to blue yarn. This is the new start of the round. (56) 

31) sc around (56) 

32) BLO, sc around, slst, FO 

EAR PANELS (MAKE 2) 

1) In grey yarn, 6sc in an AR (6) 

2) 2sc in each sc around (12) 



3) sc around (12) 

4) sc around, change to blue on the last sc (12) 

5) (1sc, 2sc in 1) x 6 (18) 

Slst and FO leaving a tail for sewing 

Sew each panel to the side of the helmet over where the dolls ears would be, add a little stuffing just before 

finishing sewing to help them stich out. 

THE VISOR 

The visor is optional, but looks good, besides, how else is 

the spaceman going to survive on the moon without it. 

To make the visor you need a piece of clear plastic. I bought 

a see-through pencil case from my local supermarket for 

50p and used that. 

Cut the plastic to a slightly larger size than the face hole in 

the helmet. We’re going to sew this inside the helmet. 

Just prior to sewing use a sharp needle to pierce holes 

around the plastic, it’s easier to do this before sewing to the 

helmet. 

Sew the plastic to the visor. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

AIR PIPES (MAKE 2) 

1) with grey yarn, put 6 sc in an AR 

2) 2sc in each (12) 

3) sc around (12) 

Keep sc around until the piece measures 5 and a half inches in length (14cm), FO 

THE SIDE STRAPS (MAKE 2) 



With grey yarn, ch 21 

1) sc in 2nd ch from hook and in next 19, ch 1, turn (20) 

2) sc in each sc across, ch 1, turn (20) 

3) sc in each sc across, FO leaving a tail for sewing. 

FRONT PANEL 

In white, Ch 11 

1) sc in 2nd ch from hook and in each chain across, ch 1, turn (10) 

2-8) sc across, ch 1, turn (10)  

FO 

BACKPACK 

In white, ch 13 

1) 2sc in 2nd ch from hook, 10sc, 4sc in last, turn the chain to work along the opposite side of the chain, 10sc, 

2sc in the starting ch. Continue in continuous rounds. 

2-11) sc around (28) 

At the end of the 28th round add a few stitches to end the round at the corner of the bag. 

Now making the flap for the bag, ch 1, turn. 

12) 13sc, ch 1, turn (13) leave rest of round unworked. 

13-16) sc across, ch 1, turn (13) 

FO 

PUTTING THE ELECTRONICS TOGETHER 

Yippee, if you’ve got this far not only have you made the outfit, 

but… Does this mean you’re gonna have a go at electronics? 

Yay! 

OK, you need a few things: 

Conductive thread – this is a sewing thread that conducts 

electricity 

Press fasteners – they need to be metal 

A 3 volt battery – easy to find 

Sewable LED lights – Pronounced L.E.D, these come in a few 

sizes and colours, you can have just one or many. I’ve even found colour changing and flashing ones.  

A sewable battery holder – you’ll buy this where you buy the thread. Some come with on/off switches, but we 

don’t need that function, so buy a basic one. 



Another useful thing to have is a doll needle, this is a very long sewing needle, but it’s not necessary. 

If you have trouble finding the parts. There is a way of building the circuit with regular parts. It won’t look as 

neat but if people request it I’ll make a video on how to do that. 

Follow the steps in order: 

1. Look at all your components, make sure you can see the + 

(positive) and – (negative) on each part. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. With the bag facing you, place the battery holder in the bag with the 

plus on the right. Using conductive thread sew the two + sides. 

 

 

 

 

3. Bring the thread up to the corner of the flap of the bag and sew one half 

of a metal press fastener to the front of the flap. Secure the thread and cut. 

4. Lightly stuff the grey tubes. 

5. With a long piece of conductive thread, sew the other half of the press 

fastener to the closed end of one of the tubes, then using the long doll 

needle sew down the tube to the open end (if you don’t have a long needle 

use and take your time.  

 

6. With the grey yarn left for sewing, sew the open end of the tube to the 

top left corner of the front panel, make sure you don’t lose or cut your 

conductive thread, you haven’t finished with it. 

 

 



 

7. Now the fun part. Decide where you want your lights to be, using the 

thread left from the grey tube stitch the positive sides of the LED lights. 

Keep the positive sides to the left of the front piece and think about where 

you are sewing. The lights wonk work if the positive and negative threads 

touch. Secure and cut the thread. 

 

 

8. Now we’re halfway there. 

 

 

9. With a long piece of conductive thread, sew the negative (-) sides of the 

LED lights. Be careful not to sew where the positive thread has been sewn. 

Don’t cut the thread. 

10. Use the left over grey yarn to sew the open end of the second grey tube 

to the right top edge of the front piece. 

11. Go back to the left over conductive thread from the negative LED lights, 

thread the long needle and bring the thread through the grey tube to the 

closed end, Sew one half of a metal press fastener to the closed end of the 

grey tube. Secure and cut the thread. 

12. Now back to the backpack. Repeating the step from the positive side of 

the battery holder (remember not to cross threads) sew the negative side of 

the battery holder then bring the thread through to the left side of the flap 

and sew the other half of the press fastener. Secure and trim the thread. 

13. Connect the two press fasteners together (get them right sides up) 

14. Insert the battery. Does it work? 

If it works great, put a few stitches in the flap of the bag to stop little fingers grabbing the battery. 

If it doesn’t work: 

Check none of the threads touch each other 

Check the battery has life 

Check the positive and negative sides are the right way round 

Check your LED lights are working 

Still not working? Ask someone at the electrical shop for a bit of help. 

Save your battery by un-fastening one of the grey tubes (this is your on/off switch) 

Sew the flap closed to keep people from playing with the battery (This is not safe for children) 



The final step is to sew the side straps. Sew one end to the bottom 

corner of the front panel. Pull around to the backpack and secure 

with a press fastener sewn to the bottom corner of the backpack. 

Use normal thread or yarn for this. 
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